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Kids Company, the children’s charity, closed on 5 August 2015.  Reactions across the country were mixed 
because Kids Company was very much an exotic curate’s egg – magically good in parts – but questionable and 
self-righteous in many of its practices.      

The charity’s founder, Ms Camila Batmanghelidjh, established Kids Company in 1996 in Camberwell, South 
London, providing a range of support for extremely vulnerable children, including runaways, the neglected and 
those permanently excluded from school.   It had a policy of never turning a child away.   

Over the 19 years of its existence, the charismatic Ms Batmanghelidjh raised over £160 million from the good, 
bad and ugly - individuals, organisations and the government.   In April 2013, it received £9 million from 
government to cover two years’ work and £30 million over its lifetime.    

However, for several years, a number of people expressed serious concerns about the waste of resources, the 
most recent being Ms Camilla Long, correspondent and feature-writer of The Sunday Times, who in May 2015 
visited the Kids Company.  She wrote a semi-satirical piece on her findings on 5 July 2015 stating, in so many 
words, that she was mystified by what she saw during visits she had made over two days. 

She had been greeted by a pair of “soporific psychotherapists”. One of the 130 therapists employed by the 
charity “looked like Andy Pandy”.   She said that he “skimmed through the building (which housed the 
headquarters in Blackfriars in London) explaining how the therapy programme extends to massage, reflexology 
and hypnotism”.    

Ms Batmanghelidjh looked like “the woman in the nursery rhyme shoe”.  Ms Long met Ms Batmanghelidjh in 
“her lair, a bizarre grotto filled with flowers, trinkets and love notes (‘wishes’)”.  Ms Long tried hard to “extract 
simple facts from her” – such as the number of meals delivered at the charity’s main site (3,000 per week was 
the claim), but was confronted with “a waffle of baffling categorisations and explanations”.   

According to Ms Long, Mrs Woolard, a widow from Lincolnshire, complained that she had sold her house to 
donate £200,000 to the charity, only to become concerned a year later that neither Ms Batmanghelidjh nor 
anyone else could tell her how this huge amount had been spent. 

Altogether, 73% of the charity’s budget was spent on staff.  Why?  Employees received considerable therapy. 
Why?  Shouldn’t funding have been used for the troubled children it was established to serve? Ms 
Batmanghelidj, herself, had been having therapy “four or five days a week”.  Why? 

During the nine hours which Ms Long spent at Kids Company, she met 75 staff members but only two children.   
Why?  However, a few more turned up for dinner, though far below the 150 required to meet the 3,000 hot 
meals a week claimed by Ms Batmanghelidjh. Why?  In fact, a table of six children had almost as many staff 
members helping them.   Why? 
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While Kids Company made a great difference to improve the lives of vulnerable children, so too have Barnardos, 
the Children’s Society and many other smaller, less-known charities, who don’t go strutting their stuff as Ms 
Batmanghelidjh did.   

To understand what had been happening, it would be useful to delve into the history of Ms Batmanghelidjh.  
She was born prematurely – weighing only 2 lbs - into a wealthy Iranian family and was sent home without being 
registered.  Accordingly, she said that her mother could not remember precisely when she was born.  However, 
she said she was 14 at the time of the Iranian revolution in 1979, which would give us a reason to believe that 
she has been half-a-century on this planet.   

As a girl, she was dyslexic and struggled at school. She spent three years (from the age of 9 to 12) in a special 
Swiss school, arriving on these shores when she was 12.  She was educated at the private Sherborne Girls’ 
School in Dorset.   Her father, who remained in Iran, was imprisoned by the Ayatollah’s followers but released 
and joined the rest of the family in England in 1982.   He passed away in 2006.   

Using a tape recorder (instead of pen and paper), she got a first-class degree in theatre and dramatic arts from 
Warwick University and followed this up by studying in London to become a psychotherapist.   

According to the charity’s website, she founded Kids Company in six converted railway arches in London, having 
re-mortgaged her house, and worked tirelessly to raise funds.   The charity was established with the noblest 
motives – to help the most vulnerable children in our society.   The charity said that its aim was to restore trust 
in the very troubled children who suffered abuse, mental health problems and homelessness. It also claimed 
that it helped youngsters who misused substances and provide them with an environment “using a carefully 
designed support system that involves psychotherapy, counselling, education, arts, sports, hot meals and 
various practice interventions”.   

For 19 years, it was a success led by its charismatic founder.  It was praised by politicians and held up as an 
inspiration for others.  Ms Batmanghelidjh had a glittering array of supporters among whom numbered Prince 
Charles, Coldplay, who donated £8 million to Kids Company, J.K. Rowling and Mr David Cameron, the Prime 
Minister.   

The charity grew at a frantic pace. In four years, from 2009 to 2013, staff numbers increased from 231 to 496 
and the budget rose through donations from £13 million to £23 million. 

Ms Batmanghelidjh’s was influential with Westminster ensuring that government funds poured in too — more 
than £40 million since 2005. However, past workers, a former minister and political aides claim that both, the 
former and present Prime Ministers, Mr Gordon Brown and Mr Cameron, were so enchanted with her that they 
ignored profound, repeated concerns. 

In August 2015, it had 650 staff members - 140 were full-time key workers, with mentoring and counselling 
roles. Another 70 did some of this “key work” alongside other responsibilities.  The charity also employed 
masseurs and therapists.  Staff members offered facials, manicures, acupuncture and even hairstyling to 
children, parents, teachers and colleagues.  It spent £100,000 on its Christmas Day dinner and party inviting 
4,000 guests, many of whom travelled in taxis paid for by Kids Company. 

By the time it closed, it operated in three major cities in England – London, Bristol and Liverpool.  It claimed to 
have helped 36,000 youngsters.   
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Ms Batmanghelidjh may be dyslexic, but she knew how to charm the “pants” off those with influence and 
power.  Her approach towards these people was as colourful as the clothes she wears.  She is certain (always) 
that she is right.   In fact, she won a stream of accolades and awards – honorary degrees and fellowships from 
University College London (UCL) and the Open University (OU), among other institutions, and been granted a 
CBE by the Queen.   

However, over the last decade, the chorus of criticisms – especially from a number of civil servants – grew.  They 
described cases where finances were being mismanaged. They also referred to the chaotic manner in which Kids 
Company was being run.   Despite this, the charity continued to receive millions in government grant. Prime 
Minister David Cameron had been “mesmerised” by the boss for the work she did chimed in with his vision of 
the “Big Society”.   Other officials and ministers were not as impressed.  One source said: "She was a good news 
story for the Conservative Party. It was a case of glamour over substance." 

Earlier this summer, the government finally agreed to release £3 million only on condition that the charity 
downsized and Ms Batmanghelidjh resigned.   The letter that Richard Heaton, Permanent Secretary at the 
Cabinet Officer, wrote to ministers was devastating and stark.   

More bad times for Kids Company followed by sexual allegations made against it.  In particular, a staff member 
claimed that she reported a colleague for sexually harassing her, but nothing was done to investigate her 
complaint.  She quit because she said that she did not feel that the children and she were protected.  A 
teenager, helped by the charity, alleged that she was ignored when she reported that another client had 
sexually abused her.   As a consequence, private donations – which had been promised – failed to materialise.    

Ms Batmanghelidjh is on record as saying that no one at Kids Company had been abused in any way over 19 
years.   So assured was she that she eventually lost the confidence of the government and a potential donor, 
who promised £3 million, withdrew the offer forcing the charity to become insolvent and close.   

Kids Company – like Topsy – grew not only because of the brightly-coloured and outspoken Ms Batmanghelidjh, 
but also because of our creaky care service. There is no question but that its death will result in many vulnerable 
children being left very exposed and without the safety net of this former charity.   However, its continued 
existence had become untenable and unviable.  

So what are the lessons for us as a nation from this sorry, tragic saga?    

(1) First, it is important not to be seduced by flamboyance and charisma.   All of us, of course, need to be 
inspired to do “good deeds” for humankind – like Ms Batmanghelidjh.   But equally important is ensuring 
that there is substance behind the charisma. 

(2) Second, having aims which are noble are not enough.  Charisma and compassion are good but 
insufficient to run a charity.   Kids Company had impeccable objectives, brought stability to many 
children and cared deeply for the less fortunate.   

(3) This leads to the third lesson, i.e. if an organisation is to survive if not flourish it needs to have systems 
which stand up to scrutiny, and operate effectively and efficiently.  

(4) In this whole sorry sage, the trustees did little that was positive? The chair of the trustees, Mr Alan 
Yentob, who is also the creative director of the BBC, was reported to have lobbied the Labour 

http://leftfootforward.org/images/2015/08/Kids-Company.pdf
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government to waive £700,000 in unpaid taxes owed by the charity.  More recently, it was rumoured 
that he tried to influence BBC’s reports to make the Kids Company and Ms Batmanghelidjh look to be 
the ones who were wronged rather than who did wrong, something in which he did not succeed. 

 Instead of spending time defending Kids Company, Mr Yentob and his fellow trustees should have been 
scrutinising the financial reports on the charity, in the same manner in which school/academy governors 
and trustees have to do with their institutions.  

(5) The government was culpable.   All three parties, Labour, the Conservative and the Liberal Democrats – 
when in power before and after 2010 – have questions to answer about why they did not heed the 
warnings of the civil servants, and people like Mr Tim Loughton, Conservative MP and former Children’s 
Minister.   

(6) Finally, all of us are accountable to one another.   Kids Company’s founder thought she was above the 
accountable “masses” and often condemned everyone who had the insouciance to criticise any aspect 
of her management style.   This was a bit rich, given that her charity was blessed with so much of 
taxpayers’ (i.e. our) largesse. Kids Company’s collapse was a stark example of hubris being followed by 
nemises.   

Many years ago during my student days, I did voluntary work for a diminutive and unassuming nun of Albanian 
origin working in the most deprived areas of Calcutta with the impoverished and dying, rescuing them – 
including pulling abandoned babies from dustbins – and giving them new hope and life.  Her name was Mother 
Theresa, the saint of the gutters.   

On the hot, dusty streets of a bustling and dirty city, Mother Theresa worked with an absence of fanfare and 
flamboyance – but had determined grit, dedication and devotion working with the forgotten in our society.   She 
was one of those most unusual and rare persons who made the world a better place without wanting any 
recognition, setting up the Mission of Charity.   She instructed her nuns to have only two sets of saris – one to 
wear and one to wash – because, if she was go to work for the poor, she had to walk the walk and not simply 
talk the talk.  

After many, many years, Mother Theresa gained iconic status and following her death was made a saint. Her 
work with the unfortunate in our society is the one that we – including Ms Batmanghelidjh - could emulate 
when we decide to help those less well-off than us.      
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I Ofsted under attack 

Ofsted is seldom out of the spotlight.  In April 2015, just prior to the general elections, it came under fire from 
politicians – left and right - teachers, school leaders, the unions  and think tanks, all demanding changes to the 
watchdog.    At the time, Sir Michael Wilshaw, Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector for Schools (HMCI), was recovering 
from major surgery.  Sir Michael returned to work and plans to stay on till 2017.    

The Times Educational Supplement (TES) averred that he has been the most controversial chief inspector since 
the late Sir Chris Woodhead because of his blunt speaking.  Sir Michael lost the confidence of ministers when he 
criticised the government for sacking Baroness Morgan as chair of Ofsted.  He was “spitting blood” when he 
suspected that the Department for Education (DfE) was briefing against him.   

Academics have been critical of Ofsted.   In 2012, Professor Dylan Williams of the Institute of Education 
University College London, said that Ofsted needed to show more “humility and demonstrate ‘integrity’ by 
allowing school inspections to be properly evaluated for reliability”.   Durham University’s Professor Robert Coe 
stated a year later that its practice was not research- or evidence-based and needed to demonstrate its lesson 
evaluations were valid by testing whether different inspection teams produced consistent judgements of 
schools.   

A month later, the then special adviser to the former Secretary of State Michael Gove voiced concerns about Sir 
Michael’s leadership in an internal memo leaked in October 2014.  Sir Michael was furious but, following 
reflection, went on a charm-offensive making radical changes by deciding that his inspectors must cease making 
judgements on the quality of individual lessons.  Following the elections, Ofsted has now gone on to make major 
reforms to its inspection model.    

II The new (September 2015) inspection framework 

In late June 2015, Sir Michael Wilshaw announced the changes to the education inspection regime which include  

i. a new inspection framework,  
ii. the definition of “good” schools and how they will be judged; and  

iii. a major purge of inspectors.   

(1) The Common Inspection Framework  

The raison d’être for the new common inspection framework (CIF) is a uniform approach to inspection across 
different types of schools, nurseries and further education outfits to promote greater consistencies among 
various providers – state and independent. Parents will have the opportunity of comparing institutions as their 
children move through school and further education (FE).   

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/common-inspection-framework-education-skills-and-early-years-from-september-2015
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Inspectors will make judgements in the following areas: 

(i) overall effectiveness; 
(ii) effectiveness of the leadership and management of the institution; 
(iii) the quality of teaching, learning and assessment; 
(iv) pupils’/students’ personal development, behaviour and welfare; 
(v) outcomes for the pupils/students/learners; and 
(vi) the effectiveness of the early years and/or sixth form provision (where applicable).  

Further Education and skills providers will have the following areas inspected and judged: 

(i) 16-to-19 study programmes; 
(ii) 19+ study programmes; 
(iii) apprenticeships; 
(iv) traineeships; 
(v) employability; 
(vi) impact of provision on the learners in receipt of high-needs funding; 
(vii) community learning; and 
(viii) full-time and part-time provision in 14-16 colleges. 

Among other things, Ofsted will also inspect the breadth and balance of a provider’s curriculum when judging 
the leadership and management of the institution.  (See paragraph 28 of the CIF.)  

(2) Short Inspections  

A school judged to be “Good” in its last Section 5 inspection will not be the subject of a full inspection every 
three-to-five years.  Instead, it will receive a short inspection approximately once every three years. An  FE or 
skills provider judged “Good” in its last inspection will (also) no longer be subjected to a full inspection every six 
years, but rather receive a short inspection about once every three years.   

A short inspection will focus on  

(i) whether the quality provision has been sustained and 
(ii) the leadership and management of the institution; 

Where inspectors find good quality provision, leadership and management, the institution will receive a letter 
setting out the main findings.  If significant concerns arise, the school or provider will be informed that a full 
inspection will be carried out.   

Where there is an indication that the school or provider may have improved and there is a possibility that it 
could be judged “Outstanding”, a full inspection will be arranged.    

Ofsted will not inspect “Outstanding” schools and Early Years settings routinely but retain powers to inspect if, 
following risk assessments or complaints from the “clients” and concerns are raised.    

Independent schools will also be inspected under the new CIF and the revised independent schools standards in 
the next three years.    

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/common-inspection-framework-education-skills-and-early-years-from-september-2015
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(3) Governance 

As in the previous model, governance is evaluated as part of leadership and management.  Inspectors will 
consider the following. 

(i) The governors’ vision and ambition for the school and how these are communicated to staff and 
pupils.   

(ii) To what extent do governors hold school leaders to account in a range of matters – including 
pupil/student progress and achievement, the quality of the curriculum, promoting good pupil 
behaviour and securing value for money. 

(iii) The effectiveness of governors in the discharge of their core statutory functions. 

In addition, inspectors will evaluate how the governors of schools/academies co-operate as part of groups such 
as federations and multi-academy trusts (MATs). 

On 15 June 2015, Matthew Purves, Head of Ofsted Inspections, produced and broadcast a short podcast setting 
out the new inspection arrangements.    

(4) Who will inspect 

From September 2015, Ofsted brought all its inspectors in-house and “purged” 1,200 of inspectors who were 
working previously for contractors, who had been charged with doing the business.  These folk were deemed to 
be “not good enough” to judge schools reliably.   Ofsted, actually, is in a no-win situation.  While it is anxious to 
show the world and his dog that it is serious about doing the job well by ridding the system of the 1,200 
inspectors, schools that have landed in the deep end of the educational pool of negative judgements say this has 
come too late.   If Ofsted did not do anything to improve the system, it would have been criticised anyway.    

Meanwhile, the watchdog has introduced a new grading system for inspectors, who will be organised into 
groups of 10. Each group will be assigned an HMI mentor.  After every inspection, the members of the team will 
be marked and graded on their performance by the lead person.   This will be fed back to the regional director 
via the HMI. While individual inspector grades won’t be published, grades will be made available at regional and 
national levels.    

Where an inspector is not rated “good”, s/he will be assisted by the HMI mentor.  If further assistance becomes 
necessary, a central team will offer four weeks “intensive support” (not unlike someone who is on life support).   
If even after this the inspector fails to pass muster, s/he will be informed that Ofsted will be making 
arrangements to do without this person’s service, much as Ofsted regrets to do so.    

III Coasting Schools  

Meanwhile, the latest wheeze is that the watchdog has been charged by Ms Nicky Morgan, Secretary of State 
for Education, to lead a charge against “coasting” schools so that the government may intervene and convert 
them into academies.  And what – according to the government – is the definition of “coasting”?    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=30&v=ttvAojAaO_E
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A primary school will be judged to be coasting if in the first two years (following promulgation of the definition) 
“the school has fewer than 85% of children achieving level 4 and above in reading, writing and mathematics and 
below average proportions of pupils make expected progress between the age of 7 and 11 followed by a year 
below the coasting level set against the new accountability regime, which will see children expected to achieve a 
higher expected standard and against a new measure of progress”.1   

A secondary school will be judged to be coasting if “in 2014 and 2015 fewer than 60% of children achieve five A* 
to C including English and mathematics and they are below the median level of expected progress and in 2016 
they fall below a level set against the new Progress 8 measure.  This level will be set after (the) 2016 results are 
available to ensure it is set a suitable level.  A school will have to be below those levels in all three years to be 
defined as coasting.  By 2018, the definition of coasting will be based entirely on Progress 8 and will not have an 
attainment level”.    

Progress 8 will be introduced for all schools in 2016 (based on the exam results).  This measure is designed to 
encourage schools to offer a broad and balanced curriculum at Key Stage 4 and reward schools for teaching all 
their pupils (rather than those on the borderlines of C and D).   The Progress 8 measure will be based on 
students’ progress measured across eight subjects: English, mathematics, three other English Baccalaureate 
(EBacc) subjects (science, computer science, geography history and languages), and three further subjects which 
can be from the range of EBacc subjects or can be any other approved, high-value arts, academic or vocational 
subjects. From 2016, the floor standard will be based the school’s results on the Progress 8 measure.  

Vocational subjects which will contribute to the Progress 8 measure can be found here.   

According to the National Association of Headteachers (NAHT), 60% of primary schools which will be classed as 
“coasting” (by the government’s definition) are currently good or better by Ofsted’s standards.   Secondary 
headteachers and governors are also disturbed. Any sanctions of the 165 (or so) grammar schools were 
effectively ruled out by the government – because all schools where at least 60% of pupils gain five good GCSEs 
will be excused intervention.    

Meanwhile, schools judged to be coasting and without a credible plan to improve will be shanghaied into 
academy status.    

Ofsted will be denied any role in this anti-coasting initiative – either by way of identifying the school or deciding 
what to do with them.   This job has been delegated to the eight regional commissioners. However, the nation is 
concerned about their workloads – which will increase astronomically – given that each has only seven staff 
members.    

IV Tailpiece 

And finally, just in case the reader is a teacher having to put up with these endless changes, she/he may be able 
to let off steam by simply listening to Aida a parody-like Gilbert and Sullivan song performed on You Tube during 
the halcyon days when Michael Gove was the Secretary of State.    

 

                                                           
1 I salute you if you can understand what this means. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/339942/2016_16_to_19_performance_tables_inclusion_of_tech_levels.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d13gX-1HJg4
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I Sharing the Role of the Chair of Governors  

Part 3 of the School Governance (Roles, Procedures and Allowances)(England) Regulations 2013 explains the 
process of electing the chair and vice chair.   As the role of the chair has become distinctly onerous in recent 
times, finding a governor who is willing to stand for this position has become daunting.   A solution would be for 
two governors to share that role.      

The Department for Education’s (DfE’s) advice states that “It is possible to appoint more than one person to 
share the role of chair, or, similarly, the role of vice chair, if the board believes this is .....in the best interests of 
the school.   The board would need to ensure that any role-sharing arrangement does not lead to a loss of clarity 
in its leadership.” (Item 18) 

There is nothing in the articles of government for academies to preclude the appointment of co-chairs in these 
institutions too.  However, it would be useful for each academy to check its articles to ensure that this is 
possible.  The board of a Multi-Academy Trust will have its own policy in relation to appointing co-chairs.   

There are pros and cons for appointing co-chairs to a governing body.    

Apart from easing workloads, it is advantageous, for instance, to induct the enthusiastic, greenhorn into the 
position of chair by pairing her/him off with someone experienced.   More often than not, a governing body 
finds it difficult to persuade one of its members to take on the role from a long-standing chair keen to surrender 
responsibility for leading the troops. Electing co-chairs could be one strategy worth trying.   

Even where there are two able and willing governors – sharing the position could be a huge advantage to the 
governing body because they could complement each other in relation to  knowledge and skills for the benefit of 
the school/academy and make the whole greater than the sum of the two parts.   Bringing different perspectives 
into the role could be an asset for the governing body. 

However, the arrangement needs to be thought out and worked through carefully to ensure that governors 
don’t play off one co-chair against another.  Clarity of decision-making should not become a casualty of co-
chairing.    There is also the danger that work may be duplicated or a task fall between two stools.   Making 
arrangements to meet the headteacher and/or clerk must also be done to the mutual convenience and benefit 
of both.   This could become tricky because many governors – including the co-chairs – have day jobs making it 
problematic to fix suitable times and dates for such meetings.   

Chair’s action is taken rarely and only when not taking action (in the event of not being able to call a meeting of 
governors as a matter of urgency) will be dangerous for the school – such as closing when there is a fire or when 
an epidemic breaks out.   Co-chairs will need to ensure that arrangements are made to decide on who will take 
these actions in an emergency.    

Co-chairs must work in harmony.  Clashing personalities could cause difficulties for the smooth running of the 
school/academy.  Co-chairs must learn not just to communicate regularly but also trust each other.   
Disagreements must be resolved amicably.    

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/1624/part/3/made
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/270783/school_governance_regulations_2013_departmental_advice.pdf
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The notion of sharing the chair’s role is an enlightened one and could be in the school’s/academy’s best 
interests, especially where you have uncertainty about succession planning.   The National Governors’ 
Association strongly recommends that no chair should be in post for more than six years.  However, many chairs 
continue for much longer because of other governors’ reluctance – either because they don’t have the time or 
don’t feel competent enough – to take on the role.   Co-chairing would be a way forward.  The intention is a 
good one, but the way to hell is sometimes paved with a good intention – or two.   

II Publication of Information  

From 1 September 2015, it becomes a requirement for every governing body to publish on its school website 
information about its members.  Minimally, the information should consist of the following: 

(i) every governor’s name; 
(ii) type of governor – i.e. parent, staff, local authority, partnership, foundation, co-optee; 
(iii) the body that appointed/elected the governor; 
(iv) the length of the term of office; 
(v) the names of any committee/s on which the governor serves; 
(vi) details of positions of responsibility such as chair or vice chair of the governing body or a 

committee of the governing body. 

The school website must contain similar information for associate members, clarifying her/his voting rights on 
any of the committees on which they serve.  

The governing body will be under a duty to publish on the school website its Register of Interests of its 
members.  The Register should set out the relevant business interests and details of any other educational 
establishments they govern.   Employees of banks and other financial institutions, who feel targeted because of 
the negative publicity they have had to bear in recent times, can state that they are employed in the financial 
services industry.  

However, the Register must set out any relationships between governors and members of school staff – 
including spouses, partners and relatives.    

The governing body must state in its code of conduct that this information on its members will be published.  
Where applicable, the information will also cover the associate members.   

A governor failing to reveal this information to fulfil the governing body’s statutory responsibilities could be in 
breach of the code of conduct and, as a result, bring the school into disrepute. In such a case, the governing 
body should consider suspending the governor.   

The governing body must operate in accord with the School Governance (Constitution)(England) Regulations 
2007 when suspending the governor – in particular, Regulation 27.  

III Registering and/or declaring a conflict of interests  

Governors, like all public servants, are subject to the seven principles of the Nolan Committee which are as 
follows.   

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2007/957/part/4/made
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140131031506/http:/www.archive.official-documents.co.uk/document/parlment/nolan/nolan.htm
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(i) Selflessness, where governors take decisions solely in terms of pupils’ best interests rather than 
discussing and making decisions to gain financially or for other material benefit to themselves, 
their families and their friends.  

(ii) They should not place themselves under any financial or other obligation to external individuals 
or organisations that might influence them in the performance of their duties.  

(iii) In discharging their functions, including appointing other governors and staff and awarding 
contracts, governors should make choices based on merit. 

(iv) Governors are accountable for their decisions and actions to the public – i.e. the pupils, parents, 
staff of their schools/academies, local authorities, Ofsted and the DfE, and must submit 
themselves to whatever scrutiny is appropriate. 

(v) Governors should be open as much as possible about all the decisions and actions they take.  
They should give reasons for their decisions and restrict information only when the wider public 
interest clearly demands this.   

(vi) Governors have a duty to declare any public interest relating to their duties and take steps to 
resolve any conflicts arising in a way that protects the interests of all those who work in and 
benefit from their schools/academies.  

(vii) Governors should promote and support the above (six) principles by leadership and example.   

Governors need to guard themselves against a narrow interpretation about conflicts of interests.  The term 
includes financial as well as broader interests.  Where a governor is the director of a building company, he/she 
will declare an interest where any building project is put out to tender.  It is equally important for governors 
(including the headteacher/principal) to declare interests where relatives can gain materially through the 
governing body’s decision-making process.   In such cases the governors must declare these interests and 
withdraw from the discussion and decision-making process.    

The law requires that where there is a conflict of interest but a governor is not declaring it, that the other 
members of the governing body may by vote debar that governor from participating in the discussion and 
decision-making process of that issue.    

A conflict of interest may arise if the governors have been involved in a case that comes up for arbitration.  This 
has happened on several occasions in the governing bodies I serve.  In one case, all the governors’ positions had 
been prejudiced by their involvement in the earlier disciplinary stages of this staff member requiring me, as 
clerk, to seek governors of other schools to serve on the both, the disciplinary and appeal panels.    

It is now a statutory requirement for governors to publish their Register of Interests on the school’s/academy’s 
website. (See II above.) In addition, at every meeting, governors are under a legal obligation to declare their 
interests in items of the meeting from which they could benefit unfairly.    
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(1) Expectations  

Headteachers of schools2 live on the edge.   They work interminable hours and are expected to be all things to 
all people. Among other things, headteachers are required to engage in strategic planning, managing and 
supporting staff, working with parents, promoting the standards and welfare of pupils, working in partnership 
with other schools, dealing with a multitude of changes including the curriculum and assessment and being 
accountable to parents, governing bodies, the Department for Education (DfE) and, most of all, Ofsted.       

(2) Snippets of my history a world away 

I grew up a world away from London, both, in distance and time, at a Christian missionary school in, Calcutta 
(now called Kolkata), India, where the headteacher, who was of Anglo-Indian origin, modelled his school on the 
English public school system of the 19th century.  The birch was the instrument of instruction and torture.   He 
himself was an excellent teacher and preacher who mesmerised us in the classroom and at assemblies where he 
waxed eloquent on the New Testament.    

However, God help you if you fell out of line with his norms, many of which were very good.   “Redemption” was 
a word found only in the New Testament and did not feature in his dictionary.   I recall how, when I was a 
prefect and tired of the shenanigans of our teacher of the English language, who gave us vast pieces of writings 
to summarise, but seldom marked our work.  Rather, he would ask various boys (it was a single-sex school) to 
read out their work after whipping around the class to check from our opened exercise books that we had 
completed the tasks. 

We used to sit in paired desks and I noticed that when he asked one boy sitting at the paired desk to read his 
précis, he never asked the other.   Accordingly, I decided once not to do my work but rather, bribed a friend to 
allow me to copy his and sat next to him in the class.   

My “lovely” friend soon put it around to the other pupils – with much fun - that I had “cheated” from him.   
During the lesson, the teacher asked my sitting mate to read his précis.  After my friend did so, the teacher’s 
roving eye began moving to another paired desk.  However, as this was happening, a chorus from the other 
pupils swelled in volume urging the teacher to ask Sassoon to read out his work. 

Initially, the teacher demurred, but when my fellow-pupils persisted, he asked me to stand up and read.  I did so 
and very, very sheepishly told him that I had copied from my friend’s book.   He insisted, however, that I read my 
work as there could well be variations, but when I told him that I had taken my friend’s work verbatim, he went 
livid and reported me to the headteacher.    

Sure enough, not only was I sanctioned in front of the whole school by the headteacher, but also stripped of my 
prefectship and given six stripes of the finest, strongest whacks with a sturdy cane on my backside (in front of 
the entire school during assembly).   It was the most humiliating experience of my school days.  Such an impact 
it had, that I vowed that if ever I became headteacher I would insist on two things, among many, i.e. that 

                                                           
2
 For “Headteachers of schools” also read “Principals of academies”.   
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teachers who set work should take the trouble outside of teaching time to mark it and that I would never ever 
humiliate any pupils with corporate punishment.   

When I arrived in this country, I discovered that corporal punishment was still in existence, albeit seldom used.  
It was banned in state British schools in 1987, abolished in private schools in England and Wales in 1999 and 
proscribed in private Scottish schools in 2000 and private schools in Northern Ireland in 2003.  A few private, 
Christian schools – apparently lacking in Christian charity – held out and fought the ban through the courts, but, 
thankfully, lost.    

During my career, I did become headteacher of a private school, but never ever raised my hand or any 
instrument in anger.  The argument against the use of corporal punish was won over two decades ago. Children 
can’t hit back.   Headteachers may have positional power but they best exercise that by commanding the 
respect of all those whom they serve in their schools through exemplary work and practice.    

(3) Ofsted’s Chief’s view of an effective leader 

So what makes an effective leader?   I had great respect for my headteacher, but, sadly, he preferred to enhance 
the respect of all by inculcating fear when I thought that that was wholly unnecessary.   Sir Michael Wilshaw, the 
present Chief Inspector of Schools, does believe – through speeches he has made – that fear is an important 
requisite.   

He recently announced that 25% of secondary headteachers operated in a sub-standard manner and, as a result, 
could lose their jobs. Sir Michael alleged that many headteachers had so little authority that pupils failed to 
stand when they entered the classrooms and vowed that Ofsted would launch a crackdown on “casual 
leadership” from autumn 2015.   I did not know that pupils show respect to their headteacher only if they stand 
up when s/he enters the classroom.    

“One in four — a quarter — of leaders in secondary schools are (sic) not good enough,” he said. “We have to do 
something about that . . . I want high academic achievement, a culture of no excuses and an atmosphere of 
scholarship. I want every comprehensive school to have a grammar school ethos. I want to launch a national 
debate about the kind of headteachers we want and need.” 

I would, rather, like to see pupils working hard and making maximum effort because they love (rather than fear) 
their teachers and headteachers.  The Chief Inspector wants pupils to refer to teachers as “Sir” or “Miss”. He 
said he had “held his head in his hands” when watching reality television programmes filmed in comprehensives 
that showed pupils misbehaving with near impunity.  

He recounted the case of one of his senior inspectors. “She was walking round the school with the headteacher 
and there was a youngster on the floor in a corner sitting there with a couple of friends eating crisps . . . She 
expected the youngsters to stand up . . . They did not and the headteacher was forced to walk over those 
prostrate children. She was aghast.” 

What he did not say is what this senior inspector did about what she saw. Being aghast is not enough. Rather, 
with missionary zeal, the Chief Inspector stated: “The best social work you can do is creating a very orderly, 
structured environment.” 

It is true that the headteacher, who was forced to walk over “those prostrate children”, was falling far short of 
the standards required of leaders, but does that automatically mean that the only way of addressing the 
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problem is forcing children to stand up when entering the classroom and greeting the teacher or the 
headteacher with “Good morning, Sir/Miss?” 

In India, my school headteacher’s predecessor, Mr Horace Fritchley, was a figure of fun to many of his pupils. He 
too, tried to inculcate fear into the pupils but often failed spectacularly.    

In a Scripture (Religious Instruction) lesson, he told the class of my older brother how once in his youth he stood 
on Howrah Bridge which spanned the Hooghly River (one of the distributaries of the River Ganges).  He was fed 
up with life and contemplating whether or not to throw himself into the river.   “Should I jump or not?” he said 
several times over.  A mischievous lad at the back whispered loud enough for all the pupils to hear, “Jump! 
Jump!” However, Mr Fritchley, who was short of hearing, did not hear this aside and ploughed on with the story 
of the hand of God being on his shoulder.   

Pupils were on the verge of exploding into laughter but could not at this poignant moment of the story-telling 
because they would become toast.   Eventually, Mr Fritchley cracked a lame joke which gave them an excuse to 
burst into loud cacophonous laughter which mystified the narrator because while he thought it was funny, it did 
not think it was that funny.  

(4) The national standards for headteachers 

Fast forward and many years after, when I was an education officer, I came across a headteacher in the 
authority I served, who would come to school with his dog for protection because he was unable to promote an 
ordered culture at his school.   The pupils were beyond control and, while he allowed his staff to “go to the 
dogs”, he kept his for protection.   

For every such (bad) example, I can also point to a huge number of excellent exemplars - headteachers who 
inspire love and respect and create an ethos where pupils find learning fun and their schools are oases of 
happiness in a bewildering world.    

So what are the “standards” for a good headteacher? The DfE has set out in a useful document the four domains 
in which headteachers are judged.   

The first is concerned with qualities and knowledge – holding and articulating clear values and moral purpose - 
focusing on providing a world-class education.   These (good headteachers are optimistic, have positive 
relationships and attitudes to their pupils, staff, parents, governors and members of the local community. They 
lead by example, drawing on their own scholarship and expertise and skills.  They sustain, through continued 
learning, knowledge and understanding of education, work with political and financial astuteness within 
principles set by the school’s vision and communicate that vision, which drives their strategic leadership, 
empowering their pupils and staff.   

The second domain focuses on the pupils and staff.   Good headteachers demand high standards of all pupils, 
overcome disadvantage and advance equality of opportunity.  They instil a sense of accountability in staff and 
secure excellent teaching by understanding how pupils learn and the core features of successful classroom 
practice.  They encourage staff to establish an open culture, sharing good practice within and between schools, 
drawing on relevant, current research and robust data analysis.   

They create an atmosphere in which all staff members are motivated and supported to develop their own skills 
and subject knowledge. They identify emerging talent, coaching and encouraging leaders and potential leaders 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/396247/National_Standards_of_Excellence_for_Headteachers.pdf
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in a climate where excellence is the norm.   They hold all staff members to account for their professional 
conduct and practice.   

The third domain is concerned with systems and process.   Good headteachers ensure that their systems, 
organisation and processes are well considered, efficient and fit for purpose.  They uphold the principles of 
transparency, integrity and probity.   They promote and provide a safe, calm and well-ordered environment for 
all pupils and staff, focus on safeguarding pupils and develop among them exemplary behaviour.   They establish 
fair and rigorous systems for managing the performance of staff, address underperformance and improve the 
performance of all, valuing excellent practice wherever it exists.   

They welcome strong governance, actively supporting the governing body to understand its role and deliver its 
functions effectively, in particular, the school strategy and holding them (the leaders) to account for pupils, staff 
and financial performance.  They forge teams of colleagues who have distinct roles and responsibilities and hold 
one another to account for their decision-making.  

The fourth domain turns to the self-improving school system.  Excellent headteachers create outward-facing 
schools which work with other institutions and organisations in a climate of mutual challenge to champion best 
practice and secure excellent achievements for all pupils.  They develop effective relationships with fellow 
professionals in education and other public services to improve academic and social outcomes for the pupils.    

They challenge educational orthodoxies in the best interests of achieving excellence, harnessing the findings of 
well-evidenced research to frame self-regulating and self-improving schools.  

They shape the current and future quality of the teaching profession through high-quality training and sustained 
professional development for staff.   They model entrepreneurial approaches to school improvement, leadership 
and governance, confident of the vital contribution of internal and external accountability.   They inspire and 
influence others to believe in the fundamental importance of education in young people’s lives.  

(5) A teacher’s recommendations to headteachers  

Jo Brighouse, a primary teacher in the Midlands, writing in the TES suggests that if a headteacher wishes to get 
the best out of staff, s/he should do the following.  

(i) Keep the office door open, for starters.  Staff members often need to “nip in, tell you stuff and 
sometimes ask for advice”. 

(ii) Second, a headteacher should let staff “get on with it”.  In other words, if the headteacher has seen staff 
teaching recently and is happy with what s/he sees, if there are no riots taking place, leave the teacher 
alone.  And “don’t discuss assessment data when “we’re halfway through a mental arithmetic test”.   

(iii) Third, throw a little praise along staff members’ passage through life.  A “well done, take a break and 
now have a cup of tea” goes a long way.  

(iv) Fourth, don’t doubt staff members when they call in sick, because teachers are generally a stoical lot.  
Believe the staff member when phoning in sick. Don’t punctuate the telephone exchange with “heavy 
sighs”. 

(v) Fifth, lead by example by promoting good behaviour and discipline in self, staff and pupils.   If staff 
members are expected to keep order, support them in doing so.   Show respect and courtesy to them 
and others if you expect the pupils to have respect and be courteous to others.    
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(vi) Sixth, show an interest in the pupils.  Knowing about the levels children have received in their subjects 
without knowing their names is unlikely to win the headteacher friends and influence people in the 
school.   In other words, don’t treat children like statistics.  

(vii) Finally, the headteacher should remember that s/he is still a teacher. Being critical about teachers’ 
pedagogy without giving advice and better still modelling, will simply alienate the staff.   

Where teachers are encouraged and supported in a non-threatening environment, they in turn support 
the teaching assistants and together, headteacher, teachers and teaching assistants produce “wonderful 
children”.   

And where do the governors feature?   Governors have a responsibility for ensuring that their headteachers are 
operating by the national norms with both, support and challenge.  I feel somewhat confident that my school 
headteacher’s predecessor, Mr Fritchley, would certainly have jumped from the bridge into the distributary of 
the Ganges had he been confronted with all the requirements expected of our headteachers today and would 
never have lived to tell his tale.    

Today’s headteachers, unlike Mr Fritchley, are less concerned with jumping into a river and more with being 
able learn how to walk on water. 

 

(1) Governors  

A survey commissioned by the National Governors’ Association (NGA) and carried out by the researchers of Bath 
University discovered that 67% of governing bodies found it difficult recruiting members.  Half of all chairs put in 
enormous time and effort to do so.  The schools most in need of knowledgeable and skilled governors found the 
greatest difficulty filling in their vacancies.   However, these schools expended the least energy and devoted 
little time to recruiting governors.    

The researchers said that governors supported the idea that recruitment could improve if employers 
encouraged their staff to volunteer.   What is mystifying is that many governing bodies appear to be unaware of 
the existence of the School Governors’ One Stop Shop (SGOSS) or if aware not sufficiently exploiting the services 
SGOSS offers.   

SGOSS was a six-month pilot which the then Department for Education and Skills established in 1999 to help 
governing bodies recruit members.  Its website informs us that it is still in existence, “growing and offering free 
services to schools and volunteers”.  It adds that the body is expert at recruiting governors and its “vision for 
every school in England (is) to have a diverse and effective governing body driving school improvement”.   

More recently, an alliance of employers and the NGA established the Inspiring Governors to  

(i) celebrate the valuable role played by school governors; 
(ii) increase the number of governing bodies actively seeking to recruit and develop high calibre 

governors with relevant skills and experiences; and 

https://www.sgoss.org.uk/
http://www.inspiringgovernors.org/about-the-alliance/
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(iii) increase the number of employers supporting staff to volunteer as governors as well as promote 
governance as a key learning and development opportunity for staff. 

The Department for Education (DfE) requested the charity, Education and Employers, to generate support for 
the Alliance and its objectives. The charity developed a website through which governing bodies can join the 
alliance and applicants may express their interest in becoming school governors. The Alliance may be contacted 
on info@educationandemployers.org – telephone: 020 3206 0510.    

According to the NGA, there are 2,000 volunteers waiting for schools to recruit them as governors. They come 
from the financial, legal, property development, civil service, marketing and the health services – among others.   

For more information on the recruitment process, governing bodies may email info@inspiringthefuture.org or 
telephone 020 7566 4880.   Filling in governor vacancies is becoming more critical given the increase in workload 
of governing bodies and the need to have members around the board tables who are knowledgeable, skilful and 
committed to the schools they serve.   

(2)  Teachers 

(a) Filling vacancies 

Meanwhile, filling in teacher vacancies in schools in England has become more challenging than recruiting 

governors.  Nick Gibb, the Education Minister, insists that the government is managing the issue “successfully”.  

Teach First, the charity that recruits graduates from the Russell Group Universities to become teachers for two 

years after speedy training, claims the problem is worse than it was in 2002, the year when it was founded by Mr 

Brett Wigdortz, OBE, who continues in the role of Chief Executive Officer. 

Teacher shortages 13 years ago forced schools and supply agencies to scour the globe to find suitable 
pedagogues.  The problem was so dire then that the government allowed support staff in addition to the Higher 
Level Teaching Assistant (HLTA) to take lessons unaccompanied.    

What goes round comes around.  We have a scenario now where schools are recruiting from Canada, Australia 
and Ireland.  National statistics released in July 2015 reveal that teachers are covering subjects outside their 
areas of experience and comfort zones.  Fewer mathematics, English and science lessons are being taken by 
teachers who have post-A Level qualifications.  However, official teacher vacancies issued by the DfE have been 
stable at 1% over the last 15 years.   

Notwithstanding, Mr John Howson, senior research fellow at Oxford University, said that ministers’ efforts to be 
in denial are “rubbish” and disingenuous.   He states that government statistics are not comparing like with like 
because they don’t consider vacancies arising during Christmas. 

London and the South East have the most vacancies because of housing costs.  The Association of School and 
College Leaders (ASCL) found, in a survey, that two-thirds of schools responding had difficulty recruiting 
mathematics teachers and half experienced problems finding teachers of science and English.   In addition, 
schools are discovering that computing and modern languages teachers are conspicuous by their absence.   

While vacancies in primary schools are increasing, recruitment is strong.   However, primary schools are finding 
it problematic recruiting headteachers.    

mailto:info@educationandemployers.org
mailto:info@inspiringthefuture.org
http://www.teachfirst.org.uk/
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In addition to the costs of housing going through the roof in London and the South-East, problems recruiting 
teachers are being exacerbated by many more children entering our schools owing to an increase in birth-rates, 
the opening up of borders to residents in the European Union (EU) and a constant in-flow of refugees and 
asylum seekers.  The curriculum changes, increasing accountability (especially with Ofsted), the growth of 
paperwork stemming from assessment and reporting, and the improvement in the economy are causing an 
outflow of teachers from the profession.  Many UK teachers are also now working in schools in foreign climes. 
(We have about 100,000 British teachers teaching abroad).  

Educationist and philosopher, Baroness Warnock (91), has advocated that bringing recent retirees from other 
professions into schools could not only raise the status of teachers but also ease staff shortages.  She is pushing 
for a “Teacher Last” scheme – one that would operate at the end of the other age spectrum in the way in which 
Teacher First does at the start.   

“It does seem to me that there’s a tremendous waste of talent,” she said. “Society has not really caught up with 
the fact that people retire when they are at the height of their powers.  There is such a lot of energy, 
imagination and capacity for work left after most retirement ages.” 

Retired professionals – who are graduates - could be given “in-service training” when they would observe 
teaching and deliver lessons under observation in a compressed version of school placements for Post Graduate 
Certificate in Education (PGCE) students. The retirees could then become paid teachers working largely on a 
peripatetic basis with local schools, she proposes.    

The people she is thinking about are diplomats and those in the business world.   “Quite a lot of these people 
have acquired talent through their professional lives because they know how to communicate with people.  I 
think they would be the most marvellous teachers.” 

She rues the fact that such a scheme did not exist when she retired. “I could easily have gone into teaching Latin 
and Greek, which is how I started....In fact, I have loved it.”   

However, teaching has become a vocation that requires not just brains and commitment but a huge amount of 
energy, something that dwindles with the passage of time. It is, therefore, doubtful that “Teach Last” will grow a 
pair of legs.   

(b) Retention 

As important as recruiting teachers to fill vacancies are, is retaining them.  Creating a balance between challenge 
and support, something that is very much part of good governance vis-à-vis the senior management team, is 
crucial.  We have sufficient triggers for challenging teachers – in particular, league tables, Ofsted inspections and 
the poor behaviour of pupils.  (The latest statistics from the DfE reveal that there has been a surge in the 
number of pupils excluded from schools for assaulting adults – mainly school staff.  Altogether, 11,400 primary-
age pupils received fixed term exclusions and 240 were permanently excluded for physically assaulting adults in 
2013-14, compared with 9,000 fixed term and 210 permanent exclusions the previous year.)    However, do we 
ensure that as governors we are giving teachers the support they deserve?    

Teach First, now the country’s largest provider of new teachers, has begun giving their 1,700 new trainees help 
to manage their stress levels – working with the mental health charity, Mind.  The charity offers one-to-one 
counselling sessions with a psychologist.   
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Sam Freedom, director of research at Teach First, said to The Times Educational Supplement (TES): “I’ve actually 
been quite surprised, quite disturbed, at how many of our participants find it – i.e. teaching - incredibly stressful, 
and that can turn into mental health problems. We’ve put a lot of quite specific mindfulness and mental health 
training into our programmes now so that we can support people through the first couple of terms of 
teaching...We are explicitly building it into our programme.” 

The Teacher Support Network (TSN) surveyed more than 1,300 teachers in September 2014 and found that 45% 
had been depressed for the past two years.  TSN averred that mental health problems increased in the 
profession over the last five years. Mr Julian Stanley, chief executive of TSN, praised the Teach First initiative. He 
remarked that when the programme began in 2002, it assumed that because its trainees were high-flying 
students they could cope with the pressures of teaching.   Now it recognises that it needs to do something about 
helping its stressed trainee teachers.   

“....Teachers want to be seen as coping” said Julian Stanley. “They don’t want to look like they’re not at full 
stretch. So when they finally ask for help, they are pretty desperate.” 

Sir Cary Cooper, professor of organisational psychology and health at the University of Manchester’s Business 
School, told the TES that of the 80 occupations he had studied during his research, teaching was among the 
most stressful.  “The hours are long and anti-social, the workload is heavy and there is change for change’s sake 
from various governments.” 

Mr Richard Ingersoll of the University of Pennsylvania found that more than 41% of those who became teachers 
(after graduation) left the profession within five years.  Teaching had twice the attrition rate as pharmacy and 
engineering and about the same as police officers.   

Even Mrs Nicky Morgan, the secretary of state for education, acknowledged that teachers were combating 
stress. She said that she did not wish children to be taught by teachers who were “too stressed and too anxious 
to do their job well” when launching her Workload Challenge. During the last week of July 2015, she announced 
to a Teach First Conference that she would be establishing three working groups in September 2015 to tackle 
excessive hours. The members of the working groups, who were to be mainly or wholly teachers, would focus on 
reducing the burden associated with marking, lesson planning and data management.  Mrs Morgan said that 
headteachers and governors were too accepting of teachers working long hours.  “Why be so defeatist about 
it?” she asked rhetorically. “Why be so accepting?  There are some schools that do manage the process.”  

Mrs Morgan has suggested limiting the number of our-of-hours tasks expected of teachers – such as not 
answering emails after 5.00 p.m. 

It is blasé to state that teachers are schools’ most valuable resource though it is worth “banging on” about this.  
It is as important to promote teachers’ welfare and well-being if we are to safeguard them, our children and the 
schools in which they work.        
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I Number of young people not in education, employment and training rises 

In June 2013 it became a statutory requirement for young people to remain in education and/or training up to 
the age of 17.  The education/employment-training compulsory age was raised (again) in the summer of 2015 to 
18.   However, the law does not make arrangements for any one particular body to police the system leave alone 
take sanctions against the young people to flout the law.    

It is, therefore, unsurprising that there is a substantial number of 16-18-year-olds not in education, employment 
and training (NEETs).  The number of NEETs, in fact, rose in England from 6.8% in 2014 to 7.1% in 2015.   
However, the number of 16-year-olds remaining in education rose.  

In the years leading up to 2008, the year of “financial bust” the percentage of NEETs fell but from 2008 to the 
current year it has risen.   

It is anticipated that with the economy becoming increasingly buoyant and government supporting employers 
who hire apprentices, the picture of young people in education and/or employment will improve over the 
coming years.    

Meanwhile, a senior Cabinet Office source informed The Times that the government will be announcing plans to 
require all 18-to-21-year-olds to attend 71 hours of training classes at Job Centres in the first three weeks of 
claiming out-of-work benefits.   The scheme will begin in April 2017,  

The training will include practising job applications and interview techniques. Those attending will undertake 
extensive job searches alongside dedicated coaches with whom they will continue to work throughout the first 
six months of unemployment. 

II Teacher and columnist appointed Behaviour Supremo 

In mid-June 2015, Mr Tom Bennett, a former nightclub bouncer, who retrained to become a teacher and is 
teaching at a secondary school in East London, was appointed by Mrs Nicky Morgan, Secretary of State for 
Education, to carry out a study of pupil behaviour and advise the nation on how teachers could be “better 
prepared to deal with the realities of the classroom”.  He has been asked to form a working party to assist him in 
this task.   

Mr Bennett plans to work with people who have substantial experience of handling poor behaviour in schools, 
i.e. teachers.  Writing in The Times Educational Supplement, he said: “Together, we hope to come up with 
recommendations that can offer new and old teachers the tools they need to do what they were trained to do.  
I’d be lying if I said I wasn’t thrilled to be doing this.  Just don’t call me ‘Tsar’, for God’s sake.” 

Mr Bennett intends to draw up plans to help staff members deal with “low-level disruption”, a beta noire of the 
teaching profession and something onto which Ofsted inspectors constantly latch.  He will lead a group created 
by the Department for Education to develop better training for teachers to tackle pupil misbehaviour.   
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Teachers are turning in increasing numbers to the tips that he provides on the internet, to deal with difficult 
school situations.  

Mr Bennett is a Teacher Fellow of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, and the director of ReserachED. Since 
2008, he has been writing for the TES and has written four books on teacher-training, behaviour management 
and educational research.    

III Writer attacks government plans for the new baseline tests  

Mr Michael Morpurgo, the Children’s Laureate from 2003-5, has described the new baseline tests for reception 
pupils, which will take effect from September 2016, as “completely absurd”.   The reason for its introduction is 
to assess children’s level of development at the start of their formal education so that their progress can be 
measured at the age of 11, thus statistically holding schools to account for children’s progress in literacy 
(reading and writing), cognition (how children understand and act in the world), reasoning and mathematics.   
Children are already being assessed at the end of their reception year.  However, the (new) tests will now be 
used as measures for determining the progress they make six years later.   Schools will be able to choose from a 
number of approved assessments.   

About 33.3% of schools have chosen the National Foundation for Educational Research’s (NFER’s) assessment 
model, which uses the reception resources like counting soft toys, plastic shapes and picture cards.   At the end 
of the reception year, children will take around 30 minutes to deal with the tasks set for them. They will record 
the progress digitally and in the children’s booklets.   

In the rest of the schools teachers will assess the children by observing their skills in the normal day-to-day 
routine.  The educational consultancy, Early Excellence, has devised a method of assessment which has been 
approved by the DfE.   Children will not know they are being tested, thus reducing the possibility of stressing 
them.  

In September 2015, schools will have to make final decisions on the type of assessments they want for their 
pupils.     They will also be able to opt out altogether and be judged on the basis of whether or not their pupils 
meet the required standards of reading, writing and mathematics in Key Stage 2 Standard Assessment Tests 
(SATs) at the end of year 6 in 2022.  Where this option is chosen, at least 85% of pupils in the school will be 
expected to meet the standard.  Currently, the floor level is 65%.   

The arrangements for year 1 pupils to be tested in phonics will continue. 

Many parents consider that very young children have sufficient anxieties starting school without having to be 
assessed in their development.   Summer-born children are likely to be adversely affected because of the later 
progress they make, being that much younger than those whose birthdays fall in the early part of the academic 
year.       

Mr Morpugo, who was born in 1943, has censured the “maelstrom” of testing that can have a detrimental effect 
on children’s well-being.  He worked as a teacher for 10 years before setting up “Farms for City Children” with 
his wife, Clare. They have three farms in Devon, Wales and Gloucestershire.  Both received MBEs for services to 
youth in 1999.   

https://www.tes.co.uk/article.aspx?storyCode=6344153#.VciHx_lVhHz
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Mr Morpurgo has written a number of children’s books including, King of the Cloud Forest, Wombat Goes 
Walkabout, Kensuke’s Kingdom, Private Peaceful and, of course, The War Horse.  The War Horse was 
transformed into a play by Mr Tom Morris, associate director of The National Theatre. It has become the 
biggest-selling production ever at the New London Theatre. The book has also now been made into a production 
on Broadway and a film by Steven Spielberg.  

 

(1) Historical injustice 

It’s been whispered in high places that the government will be issuing another consultation document about 
creating a fairer funding formula for schools on the basis of which they will be allocating the national budget for 
education.   The Association of Schools and College Leaders (ASCL) calculated (not so long ago) that the 10 best-
funded local authorities received grants of £6,2977 per pupil on average in 2015-16 when compared with an 
average of £4,208 per pupil in the 10 most poorly funded areas.  Surely, this cannot be fair. 

(2) Attempts to redress the balance 

On 13 March 2014, the Education Minister (in the then coalition government) made a statement in parliament 
acknowledging the unfair funding system the government inherited.  He described the arrangements as 
“opaque, overly complex and frankly unfair to pupils, parents and teachers”.   

Similar schools can have huge funding disparities because they are in different authorities and occasionally 
disadvantaged pupils end up being funded at levels well below more advantaged pupils in nearby schools in 
affluent areas.   The minister cited the case of a school in Birmingham which had only 3% of pupils receiving free 
school meals (FSMs) getting higher funding per pupil than a school in Shropshire with over 30% of pupils eligible 
for FSMs.   

The F40 group – comprising 37 local authorities – has been campaigning long and hard to redress the balance. 
F40 has made the case for a redistribution of the educational wealth of the nation.  However, successive 
governments, having acknowledged that the system is inherently unfair, have, notwithstanding, struggled to 
grasp the nettle of finding a solution. The dilemma with which they have had to grapple is squaring a circle of 
giving more to the less well-off without damaging the better funded authorities where there is considerable 
deprivation – while keeping a lid on spending, because of the Chancellor’s determination to reduce the national 
debt.  

Way back in March 2014, the Education Minister tried to alleviate the situation by allocating an extra £350 
million in 2015-16 to the worst-funded authorities.  In fact, the government increased this sum to £390 million 
and set a minimum funding level for the  

(i) basic amount that all pupils should attract, 
(ii) deprived pupils,   
(iii) pupils with English as an additional language (EAL), 
(iv) pupils with low levels of attainment on entering school, and 

http://www.f40.org.uk/contact-us
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(v) pupils who have been looked after, i.e. in foster care.   

The government also set a minimum level of funding that schools should attract, regardless of size, to assist with 
fixed costs such as employing a headteacher and additional funding for sparsely populated areas to ensure that 
rural communities were not unduly disadvantaged.  Higher funding was allocated to areas like Inner-London, 
where teacher salaries are greater.   No local authority or school received less funding per pupil as a 
consequence of the arrangements.    

Some historical disadvantages were, as a consequence, addressed if not wholly, then partially.   Cambridgeshire, 
for instance, saw a boost of 7% in its schools’ budget, raising the per pupil funding from £3,950 to £5,225.  The 
top 15 gainers were Bromley, Cambridgeshire, Brent, Sutton, Northumberland, South Gloucestershire, 
Shropshire, Merton, Croydon, Bournemouth, Chestershire West and Chester, Leicestershire, Warwickshire and 
Devon.   Additionally, areas like Norfolk received an extra £16 million, Derbyshire £14 million and Surrey nearly 
£25 million.   

(3) The future for schools? 

Steps to resolve the problem of funding schools equitably are likely to be taken when the Chancellor, Mr George 
Osbourne, unveils his autumn statement. This is unsurprising because Mr Robin Walker, MP and vice chair of the 
F40 group, is now the personal private secretary of Ms Nicky Morgan, the Secretary of State for Education.   

In March 2015, Mr Walker argued for the “speedy implementation” of a new formula describing as “mind-
boggling” the gap in funding levels of schools in different parts of the country.  A source in the Department for 
Education (DfE) close to ministers expected the formula to be phased in over a three-to-five year period with 
“floors and ceilings” built in to ease the pain of schools that will lose out.   

Another source told The Times Educational Supplement (TES) that Labour areas in London, for example, would 
lose and Conservatives ones gain.  “That is not the purpose of the formula, but that’s what’s going to happen,” 
the source added.     

Writing in the May/June issue of Governing Matters, the voice of the National Governors’ Association, Councillor 
Ivan Ould, chair of the F40 and lead member for the Children and Young People’s Service in Leicestershire 
County Council, presented his group’s master-plan.    He submitted that “the proposals would  

(i) introduce a new national formula from 2016-17, phased in over three years, based on a clear rationale 
and geared towards improving educational standards in the country; 

(ii) include core entitlement at a pupil level, reflecting different needs and costs at various key stages; 

(iii) use factors to reflect pupil level needs beyond the core entitlement, including deprivation and special 
educational needs, and reflect the needs of small schools that are necessary in a local authority’s (LA’s) 
structure; 

(iv) continue to use the Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) with blocks for mainstream schools, high needs and 
the Early Years with LAs free to move funding between the blocks.” 
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We can look forward to exciting times ahead, particularly as it is very unlikely that Mr Osborne will enlarge 
education’s financial cake.  (The government has safeguarded the funding of education – but only in cash terms 
– and inflation has begun to rise.)  The DfE consulted on changing the funding formula in 2011 but paused on 
overhauling it for the good reason: the model “would need refinement and careful implementation”. The real 
reason was probably because it was too hot a potato to handle.   

 

(4) Sixth Form Colleges 

Meanwhile, while the budgets in schools have been protected since 2010, colleges have had four successive 
years of funding cuts.  In addition, unlike schools, sixth form colleges are forced to pay VAT. The average VAT 
annual bill per college stands at £335,000.   

Members of the Sixth Form Colleges’ Association (SFCA) are eager to align themselves with those in the schools’ 
sector.   The SFCA is currently exploring the prospect of converting to academies or morphing into Free Schools.   

Ms Pauline Hagen, principal of New College Pontefract in West Yorkshire, is overseeing the opening of a 16-19 
Free School in Doncaster in September 2016.  An academy trust has been established to oversee the new 
provision.  However, because New College Pontefract is incorporated it is unable to join the body the trust is 
creating.   

Ms Hagen described the governance system for colleges “clumsy, unnecessarily bureaucratic and counter to (the 
government’s) aims and ambitions.  Her college population has expanded in the last four years from 1,600 to 
2,000 students.   The organisation which is responsible for the college has become a teaching school.   “We’re 
leading strategic partners, helping challenged schools and colleges at every phase,” said Ms Hagen. “We are 
driving this phase-wide improvement, which is exactly what the government’s wanting, yet we can’t actually be 
part of the sector.” 

The comments of Mr Paul Ashdown, of the Sixth Form College, Sollihull, chimed in with those of Ms Hagen.  “I 
think we are schools,” he told the TES.  “Our teachers tend to have the same qualification background as school-
teachers; our provision is also largely what is offered in schools.  I started my career in a school.  Most of my 
staff (members) have worked in schools as well. I think that is where we actually belong and we’re very different 
from a big FE college.” 

The SFCA considered a mass conversion to academies of its 93 colleges in 2012 but was averse to giving up the 
incorporated status of the colleges.   It could have saved them £30 million in VAT payments and written off the 
collective debt of £120 million.   One key benefit – which is denied to academies – of being incorporated is that 
the colleges are able to recruit students from abroad.  The sixth form colleges are also able to offer Higher 
Education (HE) courses and take out loans without the permission of the Secretary of State.  So, converting to 
academies has swings and roundabouts.    

A DfE spokesperson confirmed to the TES that sixth form colleges were not allowed to convert to academies but 
added that the situation was under review.   

Meanwhile, these colleges feel a bit hard-done-by financially.  Those working in schools would do well to spare a 
thought for them.   
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The current National Minimum Wage (NMW) for a person who is 21 years and over will rise from £6.50 an hour 
to £6.70 on 1 October 2015.  

The rate for the 18-to-20-year-olds will increase from £5.13 an hour to £5.30 and for the 16-to-17-year-olds 
from £3.79 to £3.87.   

In his July 2015 budget, Chancellor George Osborne announced that the new national minimum wage for 
working people aged 25 years and over will rise to £7.20 an hour.  There is discussion about a National Living 
Wage (NLW) with the Low Pay Commission (LPC) set to recommend future uplifts.   The government aims to set 
the rate at £9.00 an hour by 2020.   

Mr Osborne stated that the Office for Business Responsibility (OBR) claimed that the NLW would have only a 
“fractional” negative effect on jobs, with 60,000 fewer posts available as a result but almost one million will be 
created.   The OBR estimates that the cost to business will amount to 1% of profits.  To offset that cost, the 
government is cutting corporation tax from 20% to 19% in 2017 and 18% in 2020.  Smaller firms will benefit from 
a cut in their national insurance contributions.   

However, Mr Mark Beatson, chief economist for the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD), 
said that while the OBR claims the NLW would have little net effect on employment, its forecasts relied on 
assumptions about future productivity growth that were proved wrong to date.   “This policy will deliver higher 
pay without significant job losses only if it is accompanied by a drive to increase productivity in low-paid sectors 
such as retail, hairdressing, hospitality and the care sector – and that will need more than delivery of 
apprenticeship numbers or employment subsidies via the national insurance contributions system,” he 
observed.   

Mr Osborne said that from 2016, the new Employment Allowance would be increased by 50% to £3,000.  “This 
means that a firm will be able to employ four people full-time on the new NLW and pay no national insurance at 
all.” 

Public sector pay awards will continue to be 1% per year for the next four years, something that has not been 
welcomed by the unions.  However, Mr Osborne confirmed that the personal income tax allowance would 
increase to £11,000 with plans to raise this to £12,500 by 2020.   The higher rate income tax threshold would 
also rise to £43,000. 

The government published a new remit for the LPC, which will be required to set the NLW in a way that reflects 
the growth of median earnings.  The government has asked the LPC to set out how it could reach 60% of median 
earnings by 2020.   The LPC’s remit in relation to the NMW will now apply only to those over the age of 25.   

The current UK Living Wage set by the Living Wage Foundation is £7.85. The rate in London is already £9.15. 

Meanwhile, apprentices who are 19 years of age or over and in the first year of apprenticeship and currently 
receiving £2.73 an hour will have this increased from 1 October 2015 to £3.30 an hour.  After 12 months, adult 
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apprentices are entitled to the NMW for their age-group.   The new NLW for all workers over 25 years of age will 
not apply to apprentices.   

Commentary 

While the public has broadly welcomed the Chancellor’s proposals on raising the NMW and the personal income 
allowance before taxing earners, employers have not been happy bunnies.  In an attempt to soothe their 
troubled nerves, the Chancellor is lowering corporation tax from 2016 from 20% to 19%. 

With regard to apprentices, Mr David Hughes, chief executive of the adult education body, the National Institute 
of Adult and Continuing Education (NIACE), expressed a measure of concern about the chasm that exists 
between the wages/salaries of full-time workers and apprentices.  However, he said: “The key issue is making 
sure employers properly value apprentices and give a fair experience.  Pay is an important part of the 
programme being attractive to people but not the only part; quality has to be included.” 

Ms Alison Fuller, professor of vocational education and work at University College London (UCL) Institute of 
Education, was more scathing.  She published a report in June 2015, Does apprenticeship work for adults, calling 
for a radical rethink of the way the government uses the term, “apprenticeship” to avoid its becoming devalued.    

Professor Fuller told the TES: “The government will argue that in order to offset training costs, apprentices 
should be paid less.  It all depends on the deal the apprentice is getting.  If they can see that they are forgoing 
wages in the short term for gains in the long term, there is less concern for them. But if they can’t necessarily 
see how the apprenticeships are going to help them develop strong platforms for progression and they feel that 
they are just doing jobs from Day 1, I can see tensions creeping in.” 

There has been an increase in the number of schools employing apprentices. Governors and headteachers may 
wish to heed Professor Fuller’s advice.  There is, also, nothing to stop governors from paying apprentices over 
the odds, subject to good financial management and budget availability.   

 

 

I Government’s aim to convert stagnant schools into academies 

The government is convinced that converting failing schools to academies is the panacea to education’s 
maladies.  Is it? 

Mrs Nicky Morgan, the Secretary of State, announced that where Ofsted deems a school to be inadequate, 
requiring improving or coasting/stagnating, it will be converted into an academy and made over to a successful 
chain such as ARK (Absolutely Return for Kids) or Harris.  The new cadre of school commissioners will be given 
powers to intervene on behalf of her.   Commissioners will be able to bring in new leadership if required.  
However, the government said that schools in trouble will be given time to improve.  

http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/does-apprenticeship-work-adults
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In a speech marking the end of the first 100 days in power following the May 2015 elections, the Prime Minister 
signalled he would give all schools the chance to become academies as part of a Conservative drive to “extend 
opportunity to all”.  And then he added: “I want every school in the country to have the opportunity to become 
an academy and to benefit from the freedoms this brings. So we will make it a priority to recruit more academy 
sponsors and support more great headteachers in coming together in academy chains.”  

II History 

When this new category of institutions was created in the early noughties, they were classified as “sponsored 
academies”.  It was a strategy established by the Labour Government when it promulgated the Education Act in 
2002.   Mr David Blunkett, the then Secretary of State, said the aim of the government was to “improve pupil 
performance and break the cycle of low expectations”.  The initiative was the brainchild of Lord Adonis, former 
adviser to Tony Blair, and ex-Secretary of State for Transport. 

An academy required a private sponsor who was expected to offer £2 million towards establishing the academy 
with the government providing the rest.  Many an academy at the start had government investment in the 
region of £30 million.  The running costs were provided by the government with funding that was docked from 
the local authority.    

Later, the government removed altogether the requirement for financial investment by the private sponsor.  
“Academisation” was deemed to be the magic bullet which was designed to address the underachievement of 
generations of our children.  (Even today, 8% of our population, for instance, is illiterate and/or innumerate.) By 
May 2010, 203 sponsored academies were established in England.   

Mr Michael Gove, the newly appointed Secretary of State for Education in the coalition government formed in 
May 2010 brought in the Academies Act 2010, which sought to augment the number of academies.  The Act 
enabled outstanding and successful schools (as defined by Ofsted) to become Converter Academies and created 
the Free School Programme.   

The number of academies in April 2011 was 629.  By August 2011, it increased to 1070 and by July 2012 to 1957.  
In June 2015 there were 4,676 academies in England. There are more in the pipeline.      Over 50% of secondary 
schools are now academies.  

While the day-to-day running of the academies is the responsibility of the headteachers or principals, they are 
overseen by charitable bodies called academy trusts and could be part of academy chains, which provide advice, 
support and expertise.  Academies have more freedom than other state schools over their finances, curriculum 
and the control of staff pay and conditions of service.   

In 2010 the floodgates were opened to all schools to apply and convert if they could demonstrate that they were 
either good or outstanding. Come September 2015, the government intends to augment the academy numbers 
by forcing, not just struggling and failing schools, but also “coasting” schools to convert.  (See Section III in All 
Change at Ofsted from September 2015 for the definition of “coasting”.)  The government insists that academies 
drive up standards by putting more power in the hands of headteachers and principals and cutting bureaucracy.  
It claims that they have been shown to improve twice as fast as other state schools.  But do they? 

We have now had the Academies Act on the statute books for five years. There is merit in drawing breath and 
considering whether it is advantageous or not to beat a path down the evangelical road of forcing schools to 
morph into academies.  
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Ms Alison Critchley, Chief Executive of the five Royal Society of Arts (RSA) Academies sited in the West Midlands, 
wrote (a blog) on the RSA website on 3 August 2015, inviting the reader to reflect on five hypotheses.    

Hypothesis 1: The academies policy has made it much easier to take decisive action in schools that are 
significantly underperforming. This has helped the schools that did not become sponsored academies (almost) 
as much as those that did go down the academy route. 

The reality is that schools have been transformed as much by converting into academies as other institutions 
that remaining part of the local authority’s family of schools.  Why?  Ms Crichley posits that many schools 
transform because of the threat of becoming academies.   However, once a school is suspected of being a 
failure, it is given no option but to convert into an academy.   

Hypothesis 2: The days of the stand-alone academy are numbered, and over the next few years we will see 
the vast majority of academies moving into a wide variety of partnership arrangements.  

Academies working as part of a chain as well as local authority schools – working together – have both benefited 
from the experience of partnership working.   This has always been the case.  Academisation has merely thrown 
a light on this good practice.    

Hypothesis 3: An increasingly academised system has resulted in a focus on ‘upwards’ accountability to the 
Secretary of State…. 

Government has trumpeted that schools will enjoy new freedoms by converting into academies.   This is 
misleading, to say the least.  Firstly, all freedoms are constrained by accountability.  No human being is truly 
free.  We are accountable to one another and thrive only when we improve the human condition for others. 

While academies are no more accountable to local authorities, they are to the Education Funding Agency (EFA), 
Ofsted and, most of all, to the DfE.   

Hypothesis 4: ….at the expense of outward accountability to the local community.  

Many local authorities, which are meant to be democratic, lost the confidence of their local communities by 
failing to provide decent local services.   Go back three decades into history and we have the egregious examples 
of Brent, Liverpool and Sheffield who did as they pleased on the grounds of promoting equality of opportunity.  
However, because LAs misused their powers does that mean that local government as a system is “a bad thing”. 
Would it not have been better to bring in legislation to ensure that the powers – tied to responsibilities – are 
used well?   It is more daunting for the government to control academies – from a distant centre – and ensure 
they are working well than bestowing local authorities powers to oversee institutions at close range.  To deal 
with the issues now arising (for which government does not have the capacity), the DfE has appointed a new 
cadre of regional commissioners.   

Hypothesis 5: Mass academisation works fine for the vast majority of children and parents – but if the child or 
parent has some additional challenges the lack of a local authority back-stop becomes a problem.  

This hypothesis has “got powerful legs”.  Local authorities are in a better position to oversee the working of their 
local schools and the provision they make for the children in their areas.   The LAs are well placed to ensure that 
they don’t slip.  This does not mean that occasionally do not fail. They do and there have been some spectacular 
examples.  However, it is more likely that government, operating from a distance, will not pick up early signs of 

https://www.thersa.org/discover/publications-and-articles/rsa-blogs/2015/07/five-years-and-4500-schools-later/
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failure, despite the best efforts of Ofsted, simply because of the numbers they have to oversee and the far flung 
areas of the country in which academies are located.    

The reality is that where children have profound needs, parents rely on the local authorities to address them, 
because academies are not accountable to those in the local areas in which they live and breathe.    

III Academy chains express misgivings 

An investigation carried out by The Times Educational Supplement threw a light on the serious misgivings of the 
organisations on which the government will be relying to take on more coasting and failing schools.  Academy 
chains fear that they will not have the capacity to do so.  The leaders of these chains are reluctant to speak out 
in case they damage the relationship they have with the government.  However, they voiced their concerns only 
when they were promised anonymity.   

The head of a large chain said that DfE officials were “queuing up” to hand over schools in trouble to academy 
sponsors.  Another headteacher said that officials had even “lost track of the number of academy orders” they 
had signed off.   “They kept pushing us to take on more to the point where we said we couldn’t accept any more 
schools. They thought we had half the amount (sic) of academy orders we actually had.” 

The head of a three-chain academy questioned where it would find the additional capacity to expand as a chain 
could only top slice 3% to 4% of funds to provide central services.   “The two most successful chains, ARK and 
Harris, also have the most investment.”  ARK was established by Mr Arpad Busson, a hedge fund manager, and 
Harris by Lord Harris who runs a huge carpet empire.  They continue to harness their vast resources for the 
benefit of the academies in their chains.    

Another aspect that gives academies and chains considerable grief is the Education Funding Agency (EFA).  A 
chain leader said that the civil servants working in the EFA “don’t know their left hand from their right”.   

IV Research Findings 

In July 2015, the Sutton Trust published a report, Chain effects 2015: the impact of academy chains on low-
income students.  It was based on research carried out by Professor Merryn Hutchins and Professor Becky 
Francis of Kings College, London, and Dr Philip Kirby Senior Research Fellow at the Sutton Trust.    

The authors stated that their analysis revealed the following.  

(a) In comparison with the national figures for all secondary schools and academies, the sponsored 
academies in this analysis have lower inspection grades and are twice as likely to be below the floor 
standard.   In 2014, 44% of the academies in the analysis group were below the government’s new 
coasting level and 26 of the 34 chains....had one or more schools in this group.    

(b) There is very significant variation in outcomes for disadvantaged pupils, both, between and within 
chains. Some chains continue to achieve impressive outcomes for their disadvantaged students against a 
range of measures, demonstrating the transformational impact on life chances that can be made. 
However, a larger group of low-performing chains are achieving results that are not improving and may 
be harming the prospects of their disadvantaged students.  

http://www.suttontrust.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Chain-Effects-2015.pdf
http://www.suttontrust.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Chain-Effects-2015.pdf
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(c) Our longitudinal analysis suggests an exacerbation of this trend. The contrast between the best and 
worst chains has increased in 2014. Some chains with high attainment for disadvantaged pupils have 
improved faster than the average for schools with similar 2012 attainment. In contrast, the lowest 
performing chains did significantly less well over the period 2012-14 than schools with similarly low 
2012 attainment. In other words, chains at either end of the spectrum have further ‘pulled away’ from 
the majority in relation to the attainment of their disadvantaged pupils.  

(d)  Although results for young people with low prior attainment have generally fallen across all school 
types, on average the fall was less dramatic for chains than for other types of school, and a few chains 
succeeded in significantly improving the attainment of this group, an important demonstration of value. 
However, half the chains did less well than the mainstream school average (the average of all state-
funded schools and academies).  

(e) Since 2012, the academy chains in this study have reduced their use of equivalent qualifications, but 
their use in sponsored academies remained above the national average in 2014. On average, they still 
underperformed on the EBacc measure; nevertheless, a few chains strongly outperformed other school 
types on the EBacc, and several more had dramatically improved results against this measure. More 
than half the chains exceeded the national average figure for pupils making progress in English.  

(f) When analysed against a range of Government indicators on attainment, a majority of the chains still 
underperform against the mainstream average on attainment for their disadvantaged pupils. As in 2012, 
while some of those below the average are continuing to improve, others are not. 

The authors wrote: “Our findings suggest that the government stores up trouble for the future by optimistically 
assuming that all sponsors have the capacity to improve schools.” 

They urge the DfE to expand its pool of school improvement providers beyond academy sponsors to include new 
school-led trusts and federations, especially if it intends to turn its guns on coasting schools.    They also 
recommend that before approving and commissioning sponsorship, the DfE and regional school commissioners 
(RSCs) specify and operate clear, rigorous criteria for sponsors and other school improvement providers based 
on quality, capacity, strategic model and track record.  New chains should not be allowed to expand until they 
have a proven track record in improving standards, they warn.  The authors go on to suggest that Ofsted be 
empowered to undertake formal inspections of academy chains and judge their provision.  

They consider that the funding agreement be reduced from seven to five years and not renewed for failing 
chains.    

The most successful chains are the ARK schools, the Barnfield Federation, the City of London Corporation, Harris 
Federation, Mercers’ Company, Outwood Grange Academies, the Archdiocese of Southwark, the Co-operative 
Academies Trust, the Haberdashers’ Aske’s Federation, the Priory Federation and United Learning. 

Attainment and improvement measures taken together show the Midland Academies Trust to be the worst 
performer followed by the Meller Educational Trust, the Greenwood Dale Foundation Trust and the Landau 
Forte Charitable Trust.   

In the analysis, the academics discovered that 26 of the 34 chains (which had to have at least two secondaries or 
all-through academies from the start of the 2011-12 school year to the end of 2013-14) had one or more schools 
that could be defined as coasting.   
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A report the DfE published in March 2015, Measuring the performance of schools within academy chains and 
local authorities, reveals that school effectiveness and pupil performance were above the national average in 
three out of 20 academy chains. (Each ‘chain’ included in the study had five schools or more.)   A wider analysis 
of academy results by the National Foundation for Educational Research (NFER) found no significant rate of 
improvement of GCSE results for academies over and above the rate of improvement in all schools.     

Three senior research fellows of the University of Edinburgh’s Moray House School of Education did a study of 
comprehensive schools in Scotland in Everyone’s Future: lessons from 50 years of Scottish comprehensive 
schools, in which they evaluate the quality of education these schools provide.  They conclude that 
“comprehensive schooling has worked well for Scotland, although there is work to be done to deliver a 
genuinely comprehensive education system that can match up to its founding ideals”. 

It appears that whenever we have a problem with education in England, we alter the structure of our school 
system (unlike the Scots).  There has been a huge body of research that concludes that what drives standards up 
is the quality of teaching and learning.    

Sir Peter Lampl, Chair of the Sutton Trust and the Education Endowment Foundation, should be allowed the last 
word on the subject.   In his forward to The Chain report, he wrote: 

“The report suggests that, while there have been some outstanding performers, many chain sponsors, despite 
several years in charge of their schools, continue to struggle to improve the outcomes of their most 
disadvantaged students. While converter academies, as you might expect, perform significantly better than 
other mainstream secondary schools, sponsored academies still lag behind.  

“The distance left to travel has been thrown into starker relief by the government’s recently released definition 
of ‘coasting schools’: schools that have failed to improve significantly across three years. If we were to apply that 
definition to the chains analysed in this report for 2014, some 44% of the schools within these chains would be 
below the requisite level, with 26 out of 34 chains having at least one school in this group.” 

And here is one last thought following Sir Peter’s ‘final word’. When a school is judged to be failing by Ofsted, or 
where the government deems it to be ‘coasting’, ministers shanghai it into becoming an academy.   Given that 
so many academies are now judged to be ‘failing’ or will be classified as ‘coasting’, where next will this 
government go with them? 

 

 

A unique experiment was conducted at Bohunt School in Liphook, Hampsire, in the Summer Term 2015 when 
five teachers from China were transplanted into Bohunt School to teach 50 year 9 (13- and 14-year-olds) 
students for a period of four weeks. The rest of the year 9 students continued to receive the curriculum diet 
from their usual teachers in accordance with the national curriculum and pedagogical methods in this country.  
(Ofsted described Bohunt as outstanding.) 

http://www.nfer.ac.uk/about-nfer/media-and-events/en/new-research-looks-at-performance-in-academy-schools.cfm
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At the end of the process, both groups were tested by the Institute of London University College London to see 
which set of students performed better in mathematics, science and Mandarin.  (At the time of writing, I had 
viewed only one of the four episodes so am unsure about what the outcome was.  However, there was much 
that I learnt from the experience of watching the first instalment.)  

The five visiting teachers were filmed by the BBC working in conjunction with the Open University (OU) while 
teaching the Chinese way to see how well English children learnt through those methods.  The first instalment of 
the series, Are Our Kids Tough Enough? Chinese School, was, in a number of ways, a revelation and in other ways 
unsurprising.   

Writing in The Sunday Times on 2 August, James Gillespie and Sian Griffiths observed: “The conflict between the 
rigorous Chinese approach and the more relaxed British method led to tears from students and teachers alike.” 

The Chinese teachers had never previously confronted a class of young people who had to be persuaded to 
attend and learn.   

Yang Jun, a science teacher, who qualified at Shaanxi Normal University in Xian, central China, and then taught 
at the local school, remarked that classroom management was one of the most daunting aspects of teaching on 
these shores. Chinese students, unlike our lot, are very compliant and conditioned to work long hours.  The 50 
Bohunt students, for the first time in their lives, experienced four weeks of intensive work where each school 
day was 12 hours long.   Further, they were subjected to direct teacher-led, didactic teaching. 

Yang clashed with one boy who insisted on bringing cups of tea into lessons. She threw Sophie, another pupil, 
out of the class after she said the teacher was rude for suggesting British students lagged behind their Chinese 
counterparts. Yang was also baffled when a girl fled weeping from the classroom after learning that the One 
Direction singer, Zayn Malik, had quit the boy band. 

Li Aiyun, who teaches at Nanjing Foreign Language School in eastern China, was mystified by the students’ 
approach to learning. “When I handed out the homework sheets, I expected everybody to be concentrated on 
the homework,” Li said. “But when I walked in the classroom . . . some students were chatting, some students 
were eating.  Somebody was even putting make-up on her face. I had to control myself, or I would be crazy. 
About half of them tried their best to follow me. And the other half? Who knows what they were doing?” 

Static cameras without operators were strategically placed in and out of the classrooms to make students and 
teachers less self-conscious and secure more authentic scenarios.  Bohunt’s headteacher, Neil Strowger, 
insisted: “If you visited my school in the week when cameras were not there, you would not see behaviour like 
that.   There is no low-level disruption.  However, if you go into a class and do not treat the students with 
respect, you are going to get problems.”  

He was not impressed with the Chinese methods of teaching, describing it as “mind-numbingly boring”.   He 
observed that British students expected to have the right to question teachers and were not used to rote 
learning.   Whatever the thoughts of Mr Strowger, the reality is that Chinese students from some parts of their 
country do extremely well in international league tables.  

In particular, 15-year-old Shanghai students topped the last round of tests of the Programme for International 
Student Assessment (PISA) in reading, mathematics and science, while English students languished behind in 
23rd, 26th and 20th places respectively.   But should this lead the observer to conclude that the English system of 
education is inferior?    
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Rosie Lunskey, 14, a Bohunt student, who was part of the experiment, said she liked the Chinese teachers. “They 
definitely cared about what they were doing, which is cool. They were really passionate about their job and that 
we learnt. British teachers care but show it in a different way. They ask more questions and challenge you more 
instead of just talking at you. The longer days definitely helped with the learning. We definitely were rude to the 
teachers, partly because we knew there were cameras there and partly we thought because we didn’t know 
them, we could act out. 

“Their teaching methods did get results but we didn’t always feel we were learning much. They get results 
because we are in school for so long.” 

The experiences of the Chinese teachers were not dissimilar to mine when, having grown up and trained in 
India, I came here to study further and then teach.  I found the attitudes to learning of Indian and English 
students at opposite poles of the spectrum.  Indian children had been keen to learn; English children, on the 
other hand, were always questioning why they needed to be taught.     

On the other hand, I had found the Indian methods of teaching boring and lacking in stimulation. I had, 
subconsciously, adopted some of these practices and had to re-learn pedagogy to earn the respect of English 
students. 

Despite this, I concluded that the educational cultures and attitudes to learning between the Orient and the 
Occident were worlds apart.   Learning is hugely valued in the former; much less so in the latter.  Youngsters in 
India see education as the passport to successful and fulfilling lives freeing them of the shackles of poverty.  

The attitude of students in England was one of defiance towards learning and best epitomised by the question 
asked at a time when the nation was flourishing economically: “What’s the point of learning? I am going to get a 
job anyway?” When the nation was overtaken by financial crises, the question changed to: “What’s the point of 
learning?  I am not going to get a job anyway? And what is more, the government will ensure that I receive my 
benefits!” 

In many respects, the learning approaches in China mirror the best practices in the Indian sub-continent.   It is 
unexpected, therefore, that our five Chinese visitors had such a culture shock when taking on the task of 
teaching for a month 50 teenagers at a secondary school in a sleepy village in Hampshire.   

These teachers would have done well, when they were at their wit’s end with some of the students, to heed the 
words of Confucius.   "Isn't it a pleasure to study and practice what you have learned? Isn't it also great when 
friends visit from distant places? If one remains not annoyed when he is not understood by people around him, 
isn't he a sage?" 

Sequel 

At the end of the experiment, we learnt that the year 9 Bohunt students taught by Chinese did better than their 
counterparts in maths and science by 10% compared to the cohort taught by the school’s regular teachers.  The 
tests were set by the University College Institute of Education.  The academics warned however, “The results 
and findings are not refined and can only be used in very broad terms.” Despite this they reported that “There is 
a higher performance level within the Chinese group and a degree of separation between the groups which did 
not appear before the project began.” 
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Yang Jung, one of the five visiting teachers, believed that the English students needed a stronger worth ethic. “I 
just feel English students might be a little bit easy to give up. As soon as they found it challenging academically 
they start to talk to each other and they give up.” 

Bohunt Headteacher Neil Strowger said: “I think that the way that the Chinese students respect their teachers is 
something we ought to have in this country.  We probably do need a longer day at school, but do we really want 
children working 15, 16 hours a day? That to me doesn’t really sound like childhood; that to me sounds like 
almost prison. The Chinese school works with children who are already bright, who are already motivated... It 
does challenge the most able students but does it do it in a nurturing way?” 

Meanwhile, 19 students from the school will shortly be engaging in the Chinese Exchange.  They will visit 
Xiamen, a city located on the south-east coast of China.  The name city’s name means ‘a gate of China’.    

The students will participate in a cultural programme based at the University of Xiamen, which is linked to the 
Confucius Institute of Southampton University.  What this experiment has taught us is that both countries have 
much to learn from one another.  Bohunt must be congratulated on their pioneering experiment which will 
enrich English students educational experience.  

 

Sir Chris Woodhead, the former chief inspector of schools, died at the age of 68 on 23 June 2015, nine years 
after being diagnosed with motor neurone disease. 

He was the first chief of Office for Standards in Education (Ofsted) when it was created in 1994 and reigned 
supreme until 2000, resigning after a series of rows with Mr David Blunkett, the then education secretary.  Sir 
Chris was a bluntly spoken, controversial figure, remaining active in the education world as chair of Cognita, 
which runs schools in seven countries.  He resigned in 2013 because of his deteriorating physical condition.   

An ex-student of Wallington Grammar School in Surrey, Sir Chris started his teaching career at Priory School in 
Shrewsbury, Shropshire (1969-72).   He became deputy head of English at Newent School, Gloucester (1972-74), 
and then head of English Gordano School, Bristol (1974-76). He switched to training teachers at Oxford 
University (1976-82) and followed this up by taking an advisory post in Shropshire (1982-88) before being 
appointed deputy chief education officer in Devon (1988-1990) and then deputy chief officer in Cornwall (1990-
91).   When the National Curriculum Council (NCC) was established, he was appointed its deputy chief executive 
in 1991 and chief executive in 1991 for the next two years.    He continued in the same role when the NCC 
morphed into the School Curriculum and Assessment Authority (1993-94). 

Sir Chris had fierce clashes with teaching unions during his tenure as chief inspector. He infuriated them by 
saying that 15,000 teachers were incompetent. He became renowned for supporting traditional teaching 
methods and said that he was paid to challenge mediocrity, failure and complacency. 

After resigning from Ofsted he said opportunities had been missed because of the focus on the “many initiatives 
in schools, the vast majority of them in my view untested, often fanciful, at best distracting teachers from their 
proper job”. He added: “I couldn’t stomach what I saw as a proliferation of untried initiatives, a waste of 
taxpayers’ money.” 
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In his post-Ofsted days, he became a columnist for The Daily Telegraph and The Sunday Times, where he freely 
dispensed advice to parents, the most recent of which was published on Sunday. 

He wrote two books on education and was appointed visiting professor at the University of Buckingham, the 
sole private university in the UK, where he helped Anthony O’Hear, editor of the journal, Philosophy, to establish 
an education department.   His public persona appeared to be in sharp contrast to how he behaved privately.   
In public, he tended to get up people’s (especially the educational establishment’s) noses but a friend and 
colleague said that privately he was warm and generous.   

In 2011, Woodhead was knighted, which greatly cheered him at a time when his (motor neurone) disease was 
advancing.  

In 2014, he discovered he had colon cancer which had spread to his liver. A campaigner for a change in the law 
on assisted dying, he said that when he was diagnosed with cancer he considered starving himself to death, but 
added: “You get used to it. My reaction when I was told about the motor neurone disease was fatalistic. This is 
the pack of cards I’ve been dealt. I’ve got to play them as best I can.” 

Previously “doctors realised that there could come a point in somebody’s life that somebody who was terminally 
ill - where the pain and suffering was too great and the thing that the doctor should do would be to ease the 
passage from life to death”, he commented, speaking before the first reading of Lord Falconer’s assisted dying 
bill. 

The motor neurone disease left the former, keen rock climber a quadriplegic in need of constant care from his 
second wife, Christine. He said that, even then, life had plenty of value and importance for him but that that 
would end if he lost the power to speak or breathe unaided, both common stages of the disease. 

Sir Chris said that he, his wife and daughter would “all recognise the line has been crossed” when his suffering 
became too great, and know that the time had come for him to end his life.  He would love to be pushed off a 
cliff in his wheelchair at that point, he hinted.  Later, he considered 
travelling to the Dignitas clinic in Switzerland to end his life.   

Prime Minister David Cameron said: “Chris Woodhead started a crucial 
debate on school standards and reform. Meetings with him were never 
dull. My thoughts are with his family.” 

http://www.thesundaytimes.co.uk/sto/newsreview/education/article1571076.ece
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ARK  Absolute Return for Kids 
ASCL  Association of School and College Leaders 
CIF  Common Inspection Framework 
CIPD  Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development 
DfE  Department for Education 
DSG  Dedicated Schools Grant 
EAL  English as an additional language 
EBacc  English Baccalaureate  
EFA  Education Funding Agency 
FE  Further Education 
FSMs  free school meals 
HE  Higher Education 
HLTA  Higher Level Teaching Assistant 
HMCI  Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector  
HMI  Her Majesty’s Inspector 
LPC  Low Pay Commission 
MAT  Multi-Academy Trust  
NAHT  National Association of Headteachers 
NEETs  (Those not in education, employment and training 
NFER  National Foundation for Educational Research 
NIACE  National Institute of Adult and Continuing Education 
NLW  National Living Wage 
NMW  National Minimum Wage 
OBR  Office of Business Responsibility  
Ofsted  Office for Standards in Education 
PGCE  Post Graduate Certificate in Education 
PISA  Programme for International Student Assessment 
RSA  Royal Society of Arts 
RSC  Regional School Commissioner 
SATs  Standard Assessment Tests 
SFCA  Sixth Form Colleges Association 
SGOSS  School Governors’ One Stop Shop 
TES  Times Educational Supplement 
TSN  Teacher Support Network 
UCL  University College London 
VAT  Value Added Tax 

 

 

 


